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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3689763A1] Described is a machine for labelling workpieces (1, 101) comprising: a bearing plane (2, 102) for bearing at least one
workpiece (P, P') to be labelled; a label generation device (9, 109) for generating at least one label, said label generation device (9, 109) being
placed above said bearing plane (2, 102); and an applying device (12, 120) for applying said at least one label on said at least one workpiece
(P, P'). Said label generation device (9, 109) and said applying device (12, 120) are movable relative to each other to allow the transfer of said at
least one label from said label generation device (9, 109) to said applying device (12, 120). Said applying device (12, 120) and said at least one
workpiece (P, P') are movable relative to each other to allow the transfer of said at least one label from said applying device (12, 120) to said at
least one workpiece (P, P'). Also described is a method for applying at least one label on at least one workpiece by means of the above-mentioned
machine for labelling workpieces (1, 101).
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